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Direct Link to Latest News

Wife Describes Dr. Andreas Noack's Death
Ray Torture
November 29, 2021

The details have not been confirmed yet
but it appears that Dr. Andreas Noack, left,
a vocal opponent of the "vaccines"
was murdered Saturday. From his wife's
description, it may have been a direct energy weapon.

A German research chemist, Noack said, "Graphene hydroxide

was found in all the vaccines studied. Graphene oxide form

structures in the blood stream approximately 50 nm wide and
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0.1 nm thick. They are very thin but very strong. They act like

little razor blades in the blood stream that can cut the blood

vessels. They do not decompose. Once in the bloodstream they

will be there forever (short of the person getting a blood

transfusion to remove them). Their effect on the blood vessels

is cumulative. The longer they stay in the bloodstream, the

more damage will be done to the blood vessels over time."

German reader sent this summary- 

This is the video from his wife or partner: https://t.me
/archenoack/3742 (https://t.me/archenoack/3742) released Nov 29,
2021

00:10 It was on the day when the Graphenhydroxid video was released
and the interview with Harald Thiers took place.
00:24 Then we went upstairs onto the gallery; we relaxed, talked,
laughed told each other how much we love each other
00:40 then he wanted to go downstairs into the kitchen to get
something to nibble on.
00:47 and normally he does not spent more than one minute there
0050 so I went downstairs and said joking "you eat everything away
from me again"
01:06 in that moment he started to sway and I thought he was making
fun of me - it looked like he was playing (pretending)  a drunk person.
01:31 SO I went to him and said, ha ha, Kissed him, but he did not stop
it.
01:34 I said stop it, it is not funny. In that moment
electricity went off
01:44 and the whole thing happened 20 min-30 min
after the interview (I did not look at the watch)
01:53 and then Andreas collapsed in my arms
02:00 He began to moan, had severe pain
02:07 His body completely tensed, all of a sudden could not talk
anymore
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02:19 At first I thought he might have been poisoned because he made
some choking sounds
02:25 So I instilled him with Sole (like salt water), then he vomited
what he had eaten during the day. Which wasn't much. I had also
eaten from the same food so it couldn't be a poisoning
02:41 I just couldn't do anything. I was just with him and had to watch
02:50 I have never seen anything like this.
02:57 It was an ordeal for him as if he was tortured
from the outside.
03:04 it lasted about half an hour or so. Or maybe longer as it seemed
to me like an eternity
03:15 He could not speak. Was was somehow like paralyzed - I cannot
really describe it
03:30 I just held him so that he would not strike his head
03:34 At some point he got calmer, his body was exhausted from the
whole thing
03:42 Then he could again get up , was a bit dizzy
03:51 He went upstairs, has somehow  hoisted itself up
03:57 then he recovered, he was very exhausted, did not want to talk,
was withdrawn, and I noticed he was really very exhausted
04:19 I don't know if he recognized what had happened to him
04:29 But he needed lot of rest, but then said, he would feel good and
he did not want that someone gets to know this (in the night from
25th to 26th Nov 2021)
04:44 I noticed his restless sleep, that he sweated, perhaps fever. But
I didn't wake him up because he needed the rest
05:00 At some point, I can't really say which time intervals - at some
point he started breathing very heavily and to rattle - this is when I
got really scared. I noticed nothing is well anymore.
05:25 and I have asked him what is up, but then he had this paralysis
again, he couldn't talk anymore
05:38 also this cramp was there again
05:41 the breath, the terribly heavy breathing - he couldn't breathe
anymore
05:48 I started to scream, I yelled at him he should get out of this
condition and come back to me
05:59  crying
06:11 I cried and he tried to comfort me
06:14 crying
06:24 I was busy then to make sure Andreas can breathe well, I had to
change his position so he could breathe more freely
06:39 He had more and more water in his lungs, rattled, and could not
spit out the stuff
06:46 Even took it out with my hands
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06:56 Emergency called me during that time and told me to make
resuscitation
07:02 So I just did that, I did a heart massage and ventilated - just did
what they told me
07:18 it felt like hours
07:23 at some point his belly bloated, then he said I should stop
ventilating him and only do heart massage
07:30 and I couldn't anymore but just continued
07:40 And at some point they arrived , about 6 people, I don't really
remember, and connected him to the machines
07:54 this automatic machine  (crying)
08:00 gave him injections, like  adrenalin and other stuff
08:12 They had their masks on all the time, I asked them to take off
the masks, so they can breathe better (not literally translated)
08:20 I asked them at some point "is he still alive"
08:29 they replied "at the moment not" but were in the course of
resuscitate him"
08:34 and then they had him apparently alive again and in that
moment they could transport him and bring him downstairs
08:45 and then we started
08:52 and the paramedic - this was also a coincidence - that he knew
the way as the paramedic lives here in the valley
08:59 and then we went to Wolfsberg
09:01 But I could not be with him because I could not do anything and
they had to put him onto the ventilator which she was not allowed to
enter
09:15 so I asked" before you bring him inside may I see him
09:22 and I asked how he is now, and they said yes they could bring
him back (to life)  and it would be looking good
09:30 I asked " what is regarding his brain damage" and they replied
that because I was constantly made heart massage and his circuit was
always held up (not sure if translated well - means blood circuit was
not interrupted due to heart massage), so he would have good chances
all would be well again
09:59 then they took him out and I went to him, put my head onto his
chest, he was intubated, I told him how much I love him
10:18 then they pushed him inside again. I had to sit outside and not
really noticed anything anymore
10:30 then the physicians, came out,  put their heads together
10:42 This was actually immediately after. they hardly had him in the
hospital before he came out again
10:51 When they put their heads together I knew.
10:55 Then they said, "his large heart valve has failed completely. He
had a heart attack and died from that.
11:10 Person who filmed: "Many have understood that people had
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attacked him, but what you meant to say was that it was a ray attack"
11:19 I do not know anything about these things. It is hard to imagine
how how something like this works
11:26 But he had always said, that they would have these technologies
to be continued - end of the video

(this means the video ended with "Fortsetzung folgt - to be continued"

Earlier statement by Noack's pregnant wife

Wife's Video published Nov 28 2021 (https://www.bitchute.com
/video/TPZwCxnVVw5W/)
English transcript (English subtitles on video by Stefan Reich)

It is Saturday, Nov. 27, 2021 [in Germany].

Tuesday, Nov. 23, 10 A.M., the video about Graphene
Hydroxide (https://www.bitchute.com/video/3qRyTCSeeAac/) was
published. The video hit like a bomb. At the same time,
Andreas had a Zoom call with someone (sorry, I didn't
recognize the name). I operated the camera and followed the
chats. The interview took about two hours. After this, we had
some exchanges and told each other how much we loved each
other and laughed.

Shortly afterwards, Andreas was
attacked brutally. The assault was
extremely sneaky and unexpected. I
have the terrible job to tell you that
sadly, Andreas did not survive the
assault. The news is extremely
shocking for all of us. But Andreas is
in me and I am a part of him. We are
one.

All information is out there. We know
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everything we have to know. I need all of
you now... It is now time for action. It is

now time to believe. We have to implement his plan now. We
have nothing more to lose. It is about all of humanity. He did it
for you. He died for you. He was not afraid of death, he
accepted the possibility. It's horrible that it had to happen this
way. It wasn't the plan for him to leave us this quickly. As I
said, assume the enemy's energy. We must use this energy
now. Turn it against them. Use it for us. I need you guys now. I
can't do it alone. Please get going.

I will tell you more details. Please don't panic.
[spoken in English:] "Together we stand, Divided we fall. Let's
stand together as a team to maximize, see our voice"
--

Significant Quotes made by Dr. Noack

(https://strangerinajewishworld.com/2021/11/28/dr-andreas-noack/)

"Getting the Vax is like playing Russian Roulette. The people

who die immediately or soon after getting the vax are like

victims of Russian Roulette. It is when the graphene oxide hits

the blood vessel wall immediately that causes the death or

collapses immediately after getting the vax.

Doctors performing autopsies on victims of the Vax are not

going to find anything. These doctors are looking for something

biological as the cause of death but the graphene hydroxide is

not biological so it will not be visible in their tests.

There are pictures of coagulated blood coming out of the nose.
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People bleed to death from the inside.

Especially the top athletes who are dropping dead have fast

flowing blood. The faster the blood flows, the more damage the

razors will do.

As a chemist, if you inject this into the blood then you are a

murderer.

The question to ask the vaccine makers and the politicians is

this: WHY ARE THESE RAZOR BLADES INSIDE THE VACCINES?

How can they justify them being inside the vaccines?

And now they want to force vaccinate children from age 5 with

this horrible thing!

-----------------
Nano Graphene Hydroxide Acts As Razor Blades and Remains
Forever in Blood so Hemorrhaging & Clotting are Inevitable
(https://everydayconcerned.net/2021/11/30/german-chemist-dr-
andreas-noack-makes-bombshell-video-exposing-graphene-hydroxide-
as-nanoscale-razor-blades-in-covid-vaccines-now-reported-dead/)
Describing the Nano Graphene found by spectroscopy in the
vaccines as Graphene Hydroxide rather than Graphene Oxide-it
has actually been identified as reduced graphene oxide-Dr.
Noack stresses that the monoatomic layers of carbon which it
comprises can form chains 50 nanometers long and 0.1
nanometer thick and the jagged edges of this nano carbon
layer can cut blood vessels like razor knives. The dangerous,
jagged edges of graphene oxide found in the vaccines has
previously been remarked as such by Dr. Campra's team and
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by Dr. Robert Young in analyzing the findings.

Stating that toxicologists do not yet have the tools to
understand the phenomenon he says chemists are better
equipped to understand the consequences and that what is
happening essentially is that people are hemorrhaging on the
inside and athletes dropping dead on the field because of the
internal slicing of blood capillaries and hemorrhaging as well as
blood clots that is occurring.

Of further alarm is his statement that the rGO is non-
decomposing-it will remain in the bloodstream and cannot be
removed except by blood transfusion which means its effects
will inevitably occur over time if not immediately. The amount
of rGO in the batch given to anyone lining up for the shot will
determine the Russian roulette of whether death is instant or
delayed. The question to ask Pfizer, he says, is why these
carbon razor blades have been put in the vaccines.

(Nano graphene has actually been found in all 4 major
vaccines: Pfizer, Moderna, Johnson & Johnson, and
AstraZeneca.)

Many doctors and naturopaths have made different
recommendations for removing the nano graphene oxide,
many noted here. Dr. Young recently discussed detoxifying with
French Montmorillonite clay, while Clean Slate from Root Brand
has been found recently to remove graphene oxide from the
blood of the vaccinated. Clean Slate can be found here at this
link, which also supports the podcasts at Ramola D Reports.

Dr. Noack made these comments around the time Austria
announced a vaccine mandate for all citizens on November 22,
and said that Chancellor Alexander Schallenberg needed
hundreds of thousands of letters from people informing him the
rGO in the vaccines would act as razor knives and death
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machines, and that if Mr. Schallenberg went ahead with the
mandates then he would be functioning as a mass murderer.

The information presented here suggests that all COVID
vaccines be halted immediately, given their clear exposure now
as killing machines. While mainstream media refuses to publish
the facts of discovery of Nano Graphene Oxide in the vaccines,
the multiple confirmations using electron microscopes, optical
phase contrast microscopes, and energy spectroscopes by
different teams of scientists reported here earlier and here and
here, now makes it impossible for educated readers to question
these findings as dubious. Ultimately, it will have to be
informed readers and viewers to take resolute action such as
writing informative and questioning letters and continuing
mass rallies (which are already taking place worldwide) to stop
governments from imposing mandates and encouraging
vaccination with these deadly injections.

The situation in Austria seems quite dire since this chancellor
seems to be planning vaccine mandates for five year olds and
up as well.

"As a chemist I say these are razor blades. And I see how
doctors do not know enough about chemistry. But they are
doing chemistry in the body, in small children, in pregnant
women. But now you doctors know what you are doing-and if
you continue to inject, you are murderers. Go out, give this
information to your doctors, your politicians-and if you
continue, I promise no court in the world will save you." Dr.
Andreas Noack

This video is a must-watch, regardless of all questions
surrounding. Please explore further and post any further
information in comments if you have any.

Please also inform all government officials of the findings
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reported here as in other articles at this site, so they cannot
say later they were never informed. Government officials need
to recognize their individual liability and culpability and act
decisively to halt these non-vaccines.

Graphene "razor blades" found in the COVID vaccines (Dr.
Andreas Noack)

-----------------

Related- Dr. Noack martyred because he revealed this
information. (Bitchute) (https://www.bitchute.com/video
/VNN2k1i8p7Kg/)

First Comment from "Lethal Entertainment" on  Reddit
Conspiracy (https://www.reddit.com/r/conspiracy
/comments/r9g5o2
/vaccine_whistleblower_dr_andreas_noack_is_dead/)

He's probably correct about at least some of it, and they killed him for
it. Here is the most likely explanation (in my opinion) for what
happened:

He was arrested while livestreaming (https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=tH_yspMZw0s) a year ago. During this process, they bugged
his house.

When they arrested him, they roofied him and/or anesthetised him, or
otherwise made him forget a period of his arrest/captivity. They
laproscopically inserted a stent-like device into his heart that was
remotely detonatable. He didn't remember it happening.

They released him, actively monitored him, and when he said the
wrong things, they detonated the stent, collapsing a key heart valve.
This caused a fairly slow, irreversible death.

The rumors spiraling are that he was killed via remote targeting
technology, microwave or otherwise. Or that it was a demonic/psychic
attack. The above narrative, since we know he was arrested (for
what?) and released shortly thereafter, is more likely.
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He was probably warned while in custody that if he needed to stop. I
wonder if he would have, had he known they were holding him
hostage. My hunch is that he would not have. He appears to be a true
hero, and since there is no such thing as mere coincidence, he is an
important part of God's plan.

TP wrote-

https://odysee.com/@I-Rabbi-T:3/Stefan-Reich---Graphene-
razor-blades-found-in-the-COVID-vaccines-Dr.-Andreas-
Noack:5 (https://odysee.com/@I-Rabbi-T:3/Stefan-Reich---
Graphene-razor-blades-found-in-the-COVID-vaccines-Dr.-Andreas-
Noack:5)

Bottom line: Dr Andreas Noack is an expert on graphene. He
did his PhD on it. Then worked for the leading manufacturer of
carbon nanoparticles.

He helped design techniques to make graphene and graphene
hydroxide (GH).

He says that there is GH in vaxx. He says that it is soluble and
stable in water.

That it is visible using a Micro Raman spectrometer.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raman_spectroscopy
He says he knows the effect that GH has on the body.

GH acts like nano razors and destroys the vessels by lacerating
them invisibly.

He says that the greater the blood flow, the greater the
laceration (see athletes).
It is obviously not degradable and the toxicologists cannot
detect it because they are not chemists and use petri dishes to
detect germs or viruses.
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He says that the mRNA problem is a detour. Because it is the
GH the killer.

The perfect abominable crime.

And he was probably murdered for revealing the horrible truth.

His widow who was pregnant testifies. He may have been
murdered with directed energy weapon.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TbmyGPPZIqY
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TbmyGPPZIqY)

Comments for "Wife Describes Dr. Andreas Noack's Death Ray Torture "

TP said (November 30, 2021):

I want to add this anagram that I found making a little mix : Delta (Illuminatti pyramid) + Omicron
(inspired from the Eye)
DELTA + OMICRON = MEDIA CONTROL

Is Omicron is the last step to the NWO implementation ?
=> Are they ALL IN ?

JB said (November 30, 2021):

There was a video recently by Luxemburg doctor Benoit Ochs talking about the very high D-dimer
test results in vaccinated people, Dr. Charles Hoffe, Dr. Rochagne Kilian and many others also
observed this in their vaccinated patients.

D-dimers indicate clotting. Since no big blood cloth appear on scans, they believe theres million of
small blood clots.

Millions of small razor blades cutting blood vessels would explain it very well I think.

Henry Makow received his Ph.D. in English Literature from the University of Toronto in
1982. He welcomes your comments at henry@henrymakow.com
(mailto:henry@henrymakow.com?subject=Email from henrymakow.com)

Henry Makow © 2022
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